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ABSTRACT
We investigate the clustering of Lyman-break galaxies (LBGs) at z ∼ 4. Using the hierarchical
galaxy formation model GALFORM, we predict, for the first time using a semi-analytical
model with feedback from active galactic nuclei (AGN), the angular correlation function
(ACF) of LBGs and find agreement within 3σ with new measurements of the ACF from
surveys including the Hubble eXtreme Deep Field (XDF) and Cosmic Assembly Near-infrared
Deep Extragalactic Legacy Survey (CANDELS) field. Our simulations confirm the conclusion
reached using independent models that although the predicted ACFs reproduce the trend of
increased clustering with luminosity, the dependence is less strong than observed. We find
that for the detection limits of the XDF field, central LBGs at z ∼ 4 predominantly reside in
haloes of mass ∼1011–1012 h−1 M� and that satellites reside in larger haloes of mass ∼1012–
1013 h−1 M�. The model predicts fewer bright satellite LBGs at z ∼ 4 than is inferred from
measurements of the ACF at small scales. By analysing the halo occupation distribution (HOD)
predicted by the model, we find evidence that AGN feedback affects the HOD of central LBGs
in massive haloes. This is a new high-redshift test of this important feedback mechanism. We
investigate the effect of photometric errors in the observations on the ACF predictions. We find
that the observational uncertainty in the galaxy luminosity reduces the clustering amplitude
and that this effect increases towards faint galaxies, particularly on small scales. To compare
properties of model with observed LBGs, this uncertainty must be considered.

Key words: galaxies: high-redshift – cosmology: theory.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

In hierarchical galaxy formation models, galaxies form inside dark
matter haloes. The growth of dark matter haloes can be successfully
described by analytical models (e.g. Mo & White 1996; Cooray
& Sheth 2002) and by N-body simulations (e.g. Springel et al.
2005; Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2009). The assembly of galaxies and
the evolution of properties such as luminosity and stellar mass can
be calculated starting from the growth of dark matter haloes (Lacey
et al. 2011; Tacchella, Trenti & Carollo 2013; Mason, Trenti & Treu
2015). However, the galaxy formation process itself remains poorly
understood (e.g. Baugh 2006; Benson 2010; Schaye et al. 2015).
One way to investigate the astrophysical connection between dark

� E-mail: jaehongp@student.unimelb.edu.au

matter haloes and galaxies is by comparing models with observa-
tional estimates of galaxy clustering.

At high redshift, Lyman-break galaxies (LBGs) are the most
extensively studied sources (e.g. Giavalisco 2002). LBGs are star-
forming galaxies detected by a spectral feature which arises because
the rest-frame far-UV emission is absorbed (below 1216 Å) by neu-
tral hydrogen. Since the original work of Steidel & Hamilton (1993)
and Steidel et al. (1996) at z ∼ 3, this technique has been extended
to detect galaxies up to z ∼ 10 (Bradley et al. 2012; Oesch et al.
2012; McLure et al. 2013; Duncan et al. 2014; Zitrin et al. 2014;
Bouwens et al. 2015). Luminosity functions in the rest-frame UV
have been measured from LBG observations, along with properties
such as their star formation rates, stellar masses and dust extinction
(González et al. 2011; Lee et al. 2012; Smit et al. 2012; Wilkins
et al. 2013).

Measurements of the angular correlation function (hereafter
ACF) of galaxies probe the connection between dark matter haloes

C© 2016 The Authors
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and galaxies. On large scales, the observed ACFs can be approx-
imated by a power law, w(θ ) = Awθ−β , where Aw is the angular
correlation amplitude and β is the correlation slope. Over the past
decade, the ACF of LBGs has been measured at high redshifts,
z ∼ 3.5–6 (Ouchi et al. 2005; Cooray & Ouchi 2006; Kashikawa
et al. 2006; Lee et al. 2006; Hildebrandt et al. 2009; McLure et al.
2009) and recently out to z ∼ 7.2 (Barone-Nugent et al. 2014).
These observations show an enhanced clustering amplitude com-
pared to a power law on small scales. In order to understand the
form of the ACF, the two-point correlation function can be decom-
posed into one- and two-halo terms (see Cooray & Sheth 2002 for a
review). On scales larger than the typical halo virial radius, the clus-
tering amplitude is dominated by the contribution from galaxy pairs
in separate haloes. This is called the two-halo term. On the other
hand, galaxy pairs inside the same halo contribute to the clustering
amplitude on small scales. This is called the one-halo term and is
interpreted as arising from central–satellite and satellite–satellite
galaxy pairs.

The clustering can be modelled using the halo occupation distri-
bution (HOD), which describes the number of galaxies per halo as
a function of host halo mass (Peacock & Smith 2000; Seljak 2000;
Berlind & Weinberg 2002; Bullock, Wechsler & Somerville 2002).
This is typically expressed as the mean number of galaxies per halo,
with some assumption about the width of the distribution (Benson
et al. 2000). In the local Universe, the HOD has been studied using
N-body simulations, smoothed particle hydrodynamics simulations
and semi-analytical calculations (Benson et al. 2000; Berlind et al.
2003; Kravtsov et al. 2004; Zheng et al. 2005), and it has been
inferred from observations (e.g. Zehavi et al. 2011; de la Torre et al.
2013). At high redshifts, HOD studies have mainly focused upon
empirical approaches based on observations (Hamana et al. 2004,
2006; Cooray & Ouchi 2006; Lee et al. 2006, 2009; Hildebrandt
et al. 2009).

There have been a number of empirical studies which have at-
tempted to interpret galaxy clustering at high redshifts (z � 3; e.g.
Barone-Nugent et al. 2014 and references therein). However, less
attention has been given to the predictions of a priori theoretical
models. Mo, Mao & White (1998) studied the formation of disc
galaxies in hierarchical clustering models, while Governato et al.
(1998), Baugh et al. (1998, 1999) and Kauffmann et al. (1999) used
semi-analytical models to interpret galaxy formation and evolution
up to z ∼ 3. Wechsler et al. (2001) investigated the clustering prop-
erties of LBGs at z ∼ 3 to probe the nature of LBGs using N-body
simulations combined with semi-analytical models. Kravtsov et al.
(2004) studied the clustering properties up to z = 5 by analysing
the HOD and the halo two-point correlation function of subhaloes
using N-body simulations, but they did not include galaxy forma-
tion physics. Based on the Subaru Deep Field, Kashikawa et al.
(2006) compared the observationally measured clustering of LBGs
at z ∼ 4 and 5 with the prediction of mock LBGs generated using a
semi-analytical model combined with an N-body simulation. Jose
et al. (2013) also investigated galaxy clustering at high redshift with
a semi-empirical calculation. Wechsler et al. (2001) calculated the
number of model galaxy pairs using a simple assumption that every
dark matter halo above a mass threshold has one visible LBG, and
found that this is not consistent with observations on small scales.
Recent studies show that models which have multiple LBGs in
massive haloes can explain the clustering amplitude on small scales
(Kravtsov et al. 2004; Kashikawa et al. 2006; Jose et al. 2013).

Recently, the number of high-redshift galaxies observed has in-
creased dramatically. Bouwens et al. (2015) identified LBGs up
to z ∼ 10 in a combined survey field consisting of the Hub-

ble eXtreme Deep Field (XDF) and CANDELS fields, which are
the deepest existing surveys. Barone-Nugent et al. (2014) stud-
ied the clustering properties of these samples by measuring the
ACF. The measurements from different fields allow us to assess
the sample variance in the ACF. Motivated by this observational
advance, we revisit the predictions for the clustering of LBGs from
current models of galaxy formation. To investigate the clustering
properties of LBGs at z ∼ 4, we use the hierarchical galaxy for-
mation model GALFORM (Cole et al. 2000). In particular, we use
a recent version of the model described in Lagos et al. (2012).
This is the first test of the predictions for the angular clustering of
high-redshift galaxies using a semi-analytical model which includes
active galactic nucleus (AGN) feedback. In this study, we predict
the ACF of LBGs selected in the model and compare the results
with the ACF measured from observations. By comparing the pre-
dicted and measured ACFs, we can analyse the clustering properties
of central and satellite galaxies, and study the implications for the
form of the LBG HOD.

We begin in Section 2 by describing the GALFORM model. In
Section 3, we present the methodology used to select LBGs and to
compute ACFs in the model. We describe the ACF measured from
the observations in Section 4.1. Then, we present the predictions
for the ACF and compare with observations in Section 4.2. We show
the dependence of clustering on luminosity in Section 4.3. In Sec-
tion 4.4, we analyse the model HOD. We summarize in Section 5.
Appendix discusses the effect on the clustering signal caused by the
photometric scatter.

Throughout the paper, we use apparent magnitudes in the ob-
server frame on the AB system. Where we refer to the UV magni-
tude, this corresponds to the rest-frame 1500 Å AB magnitude.

2 TH E MO D EL

In this section, we summarize the model used in this study. In
Section 2.1, we briefly review GALFORM. Then we describe pho-
toionization feedback in Section 2.2.

2.1 The GALFORM galaxy formation model

The semi-analytical model GALFORM computes the formation and
evolution of galaxy properties within a hierarchical structure forma-
tion framework [see Cole et al. (2000) and Lacey et al. (2015) for
a comprehensive overview of GALFORM and Baugh (2006) for
a review of semi-analytical models]. We implement GALFORM
within the Millennium-II dark matter simulation (Boylan-Kolchin
et al. 2009). The particle mass is 6.89 × 106 h−1 M�, and we use
haloes with 20 particles or more (the minimum halo mass corre-
sponds to ∼1.4 × 108 h−1 M�) although for comparison to ob-
served LBGs we consider only galaxies located in haloes with mass
above ∼2.8 × 109 h−1 M� which ensures that various properties
of the dark matter haloes can be measured robustly (Trenti et al.
2010). The simulation box has a side length L = 100 h−1Mpc. We
consider galaxies with a baryonic mass (cold gas plus stars) greater
than 106 h−1 M� in the output of the semi-analytic model. This
resolution is suitable for haloes which host the faint galaxies in the
XDF and CANDELS survey fields. The Millennium-II simulation
has a cosmology defined by fractional total and baryonic mass, and
dark energy densities of �m = 0.25, �b = 0.045 and ��=0.75, a
dimensionless Hubble constant of h = 0.73 and a power spectrum
normalization of σ 8 = 0.9. Note that we base our study on the halo
merger trees described in Jiang et al. (2014) which are designed for
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the purposes of semi-analytic modelling in GALFORM (see also
Merson et al. 2013).

Here, we use the Lagos et al. (2012) version of GALFORM
described in Kim et al. (2013a). The Lagos et al. (2012) model uses
the improved star formation treatment implemented by Lagos et al.
(2011) which split the interstellar medium in galaxies into H I and
H2 phases using the observationally motivated relation of Blitz &
Rosolowsky (2006), with H2 providing the fuel for star formation.
This is a key difference from previous models which assumed that
the star formation law was applied to all of the cold gas in galaxies
(cf. Cole et al. 2000; Baugh et al. 2005; Bower et al. 2006).

2.2 Feedback processes

Feedback processes play a key role in galaxy formation. GAL-
FORM includes three main feedback processes: supernova (SN)
feedback which suppresses the formation of galaxies within small
dark matter haloes, AGN feedback which suppresses the formation
of galaxies in massive haloes by shutting down gas cooling and pho-
toionization feedback (Cole et al. 2000; Benson et al. 2002, 2003;
Bower et al. 2006; Kim et al. 2011, 2013b; Lacey et al. 2015). Here,
we briefly explain the implementation of photoionization feedback,
which differs from the standard implementation, and is designed to
account for the patchy nature of reionization.

2.2.1 Photoionization feedback

A strong ionizing background leads to several physical effects such
as the suppression of cooling by photoheating (Efstathiou 1992),
higher intergalactic medium (IGM) gas pressure (Gnedin 2000) and
photoheating (Hoeft et al. 2006; Okamoto, Gao & Theuns 2008).
As a result, star formation is suppressed within ionized regions
of the IGM during reionization (see Crain et al. 2009), which may
result in self-regulation of the reionization process (Iliev et al. 2007).
GALFORM includes a simple prescription for this process in which
the cooling of halo gas is suppressed in haloes with circular velocity
below a value Vcut when the IGM becomes globally ionized at a
particular redshift z < zcut (Benson et al. 2002). In the standard
implementation of GALFORM, the onset redshift is assumed to be
zcut = 10.

Instead of a constant zcut, we use the prescription described in
Kim et al. (2013a) to take into account that reionization proceeds
at different rates in different locations. Kim et al. (2013a) divide
galaxies from the model into cells of small volume, and calculate
the number of photons produced by galaxies in the cell that enter
the IGM and trigger reionization. They then calculate the ionization
fraction in each cell and find H II regions which are defined as a
region that has an ionization fraction that is larger than unity. The
star formation is suppressed only in the H II regions. In this model,
reionization starts in some patches at z ∼ 12, and is assumed to end
at z = 6.

3 L B G s SE L E C T E D I N T H E M O D E L

In this section, we describe how we select LBGs from the model
and how we compute the ACF of these galaxies.

3.1 Selecting LBGs

In a previous study using GALFORM, Lacey et al. (2011) showed
that the Baugh et al. (2005) model predicts the observed rest-frame

Table 1. Flux limits and areas of survey fields. Each magnitude limit is
quoted as a 5σ depth (Bouwens et al. 2015).

Field Area (arcmin2) B435 V606 i775 J125

XDF 4.7 29.6 30.0 29.8 29.3
HUDF092 4.7 28.3 29.3 28.8 28.9
GS-Deep 64.5 27.7 28.0 27.5 27.8
GS-ERS 40.5 27.5 27.7 27.2 27.6
GS-Wide 34.2 27.7 28.0 27.5 27.1
GN-Deep 62.9 27.5 27.7 27.3 27.7
GN-Wide 1 & 2 60.9 27.5 27.7 27.2 26.8

UV luminosity function over the redshift range z = 3–10. Using the
same model, Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2013) studied the rest-frame UV
colours of LBGs in the redshift range z = 2.5–10, confirming that
various colour selection criteria (Steidel, Pettini & Hamilton 1995;
Lorenzoni et al. 2011; Wilkins et al. 2011; Bouwens et al. 2012) are
effective at selecting model galaxies in the desired redshift ranges.

We select LBGs using a similar method to that described in
Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2013), but using the colour selection criteria
from Bouwens et al. (2015). To identify candidate sources, Bouwens
et al. (2015) developed selection criteria using deep optical and near-
IR observations (i775 and J125). For z ∼ 4 (B drop-out technique),
the criteria are given by

(B435 − V606 > 1) ∧ (i775 − J125 < 1)

∧(B435 − V606) > 1.6(i775 − J125) + 1, (1)

where ∧ represents the logical AND symbol.
We calculate magnitudes for model galaxies in each band start-

ing from the star formation history computed for each galaxy (see
e.g. Gonzalez-Perez et al. 2013). The magnitudes of galaxies are
attenuated since dust grains in the interstellar medium absorb pho-
tons emitted from the stars. Within GALFORM, this attenuation is
computed using the radiative transfer model of Ferrara et al. (1999,
see Cole et al. 2000; Lacey et al. 2011). Another factor affecting
the magnitudes is absorption by neutral hydrogen. Photons emit-
ted by galaxies are absorbed by the IGM, including those from the
Lyman continuum and Lyman series. To apply this effect to the
apparent magnitudes, GALFORM uses the transmission formula-
tion proposed by Madau (1995). We have checked that replacing
the Madau transmission with that from Meiksin (2006) has little
impact on our results.

We take into account the observational flux limits given in
Bouwens et al. (2015). LBGs are observed in combined survey
fields consisting of the XDF and CANDELS survey. Since the in-
dividual survey fields have different flux limits, we select LBG
samples for each survey field. Table 1 shows the flux limits cor-
responding to the individual survey fields expressed as apparent
magnitudes corresponding to a 5σ depth.

We also take into account the effect on measured galaxy colours
caused by a non-detection and by a photometric scatter, which can
have a significant impact on faint galaxies. Observations have a
flux detection limit and a flux uncertainty. In the cases of a non-
detection, Bouwens et al. (2015) set the flux in the drop-out band
(B435) to be equal to the 1σ flux limit to calculate a (B435 − V606)
colour. In this case, the measured colours denote a lower limit on the
true colour. The relation between flux at the 5σ detection limit and
the 1σ detection limit is m1σ = m5σ + 2.5 log10(5/1), where m5σ is
the 5σ detection limit listed in Table 1. To mimic the observations,
we therefore replace the predicted magnitudes in the B435 band with
the 1σ detection limit when the magnitude in the B435 is fainter than
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Figure 1. Colour–colour diagram showing model galaxies and the selection criteria used at z = 3.86. Top and bottom panels show the intrinsic simulated
galaxy colours (i.e. without photometric uncertainty) and colours including photometric scatter for XDF field, respectively. Green and violet contours in the
left-hand panels enclose 99.7 per cent of the galaxies at z = 3.06 and 4.52. Grey shaded regions and dotted lines represent the selection criteria area adopted for
LBGs by Bouwens et al. (2015). Different colour symbols correspond to the host halo mass as indicated by the colour bar. The panels show galaxies brighter
than the XDF flux limit. The left-hand panels show all galaxies, the middle panels show central galaxies and the right-hand panels show satellite galaxies.

this limit. We also apply the photometric scatter to the simulated
magnitudes using

m′ = −2.5 log10(10−0.4×m + noise), (2)

where the noise term represents a random Gaussian flux uncertainty
with a mean value of zero. A 1σ noise level is obtained from the 5σ

magnitude limit listed in Table 1, using noise1σ = 10(−0.4×m5σ )/5.
We detect model galaxies using the stated 5σ magnitude limits fol-
lowing these modifications, and denote the model LBGs selected
including the effects on the colours caused by non-detections and the
photometric scatter as ‘Obs-LBGs’. Since the photometric scatter
is decided by the magnitude limits, the Obs-LBGs sample depends
on which survey field is selected. We denote the model LBGs se-
lected using intrinsic colours, i.e. without any photometric scatter,
as ‘Intrinsic-LBGs’.

Bouwens et al. (2015) estimated the redshift distribution of ob-
served LBGs using Monte Carlo simulations. They found that the
distribution of redshift corresponds to a Gaussian with a central red-
shift of 3.8 and standard deviation of 0.38. To model this redshift
distribution, we apply the colour selection criteria to galaxy cata-
logues in sequential redshift snapshots from the simulation between

z = 2.83 and 5.29 (z = 2.83, 3.06, 3.31, 3.57, 3.86, 4.17, 4.52, 4.88
and 5.29).

Fig. 1 shows the colours of model galaxies correspond to the
selection criteria at z = 3.86, along with the colour distributions of
galaxies at z = 3.06 and 4.52. The top panels show the colours of
Intrinsic-LBGs. At the target redshift of z ∼ 3.8, almost all galaxies
are selected as LBGs. This is to be expected, since galaxies at high
redshift have ongoing star formation and so are bright in the rest-
frame UV, and the i775 − J125 colour straddles the Lyman break,
which is present in every galaxy. The colour distribution shifts
towards a larger value of (B435 − V606) at z = 4.52. On the other
hand, most galaxies are outside the selection regions at z = 3.06.
The bottom panels show the colours of Obs-LBGs. This shows a
similar trend to the Intrinsic-LBGs, but the colour distribution has
more scatter. Compared with the (B435 − V606) colours of Intrinsic-
LBGs, the (B435 − V606) colours of Obs-LBGs do not show very
large values. This is because the magnitude computed from the
simulation before applying photometric scatter does not have a flux
limit in the drop-out band. Overall, this is consistent with the result
of Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2013). Specifically, the selection criteria
of Bouwens et al. (2015) successfully exclude model galaxies which
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Figure 2. Redshift distributions of selected LBGs for different flux limits corresponding to the observational flux limits of the XDF and CANDELS survey
fields as labelled in each panel. The redshift distributions are normalized to have a maximum value of unity. Dashed and solid lines represent, respectively,
the redshift distribution of Intrinsic-LBGs and Obs-LBGs. Shaded regions represent the redshift distribution of observed LBGs estimated by Bouwens et al.
(2015).

lie outside the target redshift range. Although a small number of
Intrinsic-LBGs and a few per cent of Obs-LBGs at the target redshift
are excluded by the selection criteria, the impact on the clustering
is negligible.

Fig. 2 shows the predicted redshift distributions, N(z), of selected
model LBGs for flux limits corresponding to those of the XDF and
CANDELS fields. The redshift distributions plotted in Fig. 2 are
normalized to a maximum value of unity. The N(z) for Intrinsic-
LBGs and Obs-LBGs are comparable, with the Obs-LBGs N(z)
being slightly wider. The predicted distributions in two of the deep
fields (XDF and HUDF092) show more high-redshift galaxies than
the other fields. This is because the two deep fields have deeper
flux limits and so contain more faint galaxies at high redshift. The
observed N(z) from Bouwens et al. (2015) is shown for comparison.
Taking into account the fact that Bouwens et al. (2015) estimated
N(z) by combining all survey fields, the predicted redshift distri-
butions are in good agreement with observations. On the whole,
the predicted redshift distributions are consistent with the observed
ones, providing some reassurance that the colour selection criteria
work for the model galaxies.

3.2 The luminosity function

Luminosity functions from observed samples are measured using
an effective volume, Veff. The effective volume can be written as

Veff = Vtot p(m, z), (3)

where Vtot is the total survey volume and p(m, z) is the probability
of selecting a source of magnitude m at redshift z as an LBG, and
takes into account the completeness and selection function of the

observations (see e.g. Bouwens et al. 2015; Finkelstein et al. 2015).
In simulations, we consider snapshots in the redshift range 2.83 ≤
z ≤ 5.29 for comparison with data, and define the selection function
at a given redshift as

p(m) =
N∑
i

nsel,i

ntot,i
, (4)

where i is the snapshot number, N is the number of snapshots, nsel is
the number of selected LBGs and ntot is the total number of galaxies
in the magnitude bin. Then, the effective volume in each magnitude
bin is

Veff =
N∑
i

Vsim p(m, zi), (5)

where Vsim is the simulation box size.
Fig. 3 shows the resulting prediction for the luminosity function.

We find that the predicted luminosity function in the redshift range
3.86 ≤ z ≤ 5.28 stops at MAB(1500) − 5 log(h) ∼ −16. On the other
hand, the predicted luminosity function in the redshift range 2.83 ≤
z ≤ 3.86 reaches to the faintest luminosity on the luminosity func-
tion measured from observations. This implies that the amplitude
of the luminosity function at the faint end is due mainly to galaxies
at low redshift z < 3.86. This is because the absolute magnitude
of a galaxy at low redshift is fainter than at high redshift for a
fixed apparent magnitude. We note that two predicted luminosity
functions at 2.83 ≤ z ≤ 3.86 and 3.86 ≤ z ≤ 5.29 show similar
amplitudes. Since most selected model LBGs consist of galaxies in
the redshift range 3.5 � z � 4.5 and the redshift evolution of the
luminosity function over this redshift range is not significant, the
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LBG clustering at z ∼ 4 181

Figure 3. The predicted rest-frame UV luminosity function with observed
luminosity functions. Thick grey line represents the predicted luminosity
function using all galaxies in the snapshot at z = 3.86. Solid line represents
the predicted luminosity function of selected LBGs in the range of redshift
distribution, 2.83 ≤ z ≤ 5.29. Dotted and long-dashed lines represent the
predicted luminosity functions of selected LBGs in low (2.83 ≤ z ≤ 3.86)
and high redshift 3.86 ≤ z ≤ 5.29, respectively. The legend indicates ob-
served luminosity functions from different surveys (van der Burg et al. 2010;
Bouwens et al. 2015; Finkelstein et al. 2015; Parsa et al. 2016).

two predicted luminosity functions are similar to one another. We
also find that across most of the luminosity range the luminosity
function predicted over the redshift distribution is consistent with
the luminosity function predicted in the snapshot at z = 3.86. This
implies that the luminosity function at the target redshift is repre-
sentative of the observed luminosity function, even if the observed
redshift range is broad.

When comparing the predicted luminosity function with that of
Bouwens et al. (2015), we find that the amplitudes of the faint end
(MAB(1500) − 5 log(h) ∼ −16) and bright end (MAB(1500) − 5 log(h)
∼ −20) deviate from the observed luminosity function by 3σ . This
discrepancy may arise from inaccurate modelling of various physi-
cal processes such as feedback (SN and AGN) and dust extinction.
However, different studies find slightly different luminosity func-
tions (van der Burg, Hildebrandt & Erben 2010; Bouwens et al.
2015; Finkelstein et al. 2015; Parsa et al. 2016). As shown in Fig. 3,
we find that the predicted luminosity function is comparable with
observations.

3.3 Modelling the ACF

In this section, we compute the ACF of simulated LBGs. We first
calculate the three-dimensional two-point correlation function in
the model in each redshift slice. From the density field ρ(x), the
two-point correlation function is defined as

ξ (r) = 〈δ(x)δ(x + r)〉, (6)

where δ(x) = ρ(x)/ρ̄ − 1, with ρ̄ being the mean density. In the
model, which has a periodic volume, we compute the two-point
correlation function using the excess probability, compared to a
random distribution, of finding a pair of galaxies with separation r
to r + δr,

1 + ξ (r) = DD

n̄2

1

V dV
, (7)

where DD is the number of pairs of galaxies, n̄ is the mean galaxy
density, V is the volume of the simulation box and dV is the differ-
ential volume between r and r + δr.

From the two-point correlation function, we then calculate the
ACF using Limber’s equation (Limber 1954), given by

w(θ ) =
2

∫ ∞
0 [N (z)]2 /RH(z)

(∫ 2r

0 du ξ (r12, z)
)

dz[∫ ∞
0 N (z)dz

]2 , (8)

where N(z) is the redshift distribution of selected galaxies and
RH(z) is the Hubble radius. For comoving distances r1 and r2 to
a pair of galaxies, we denote u = r1 − r2, r12 = √

u2 + r2θ2 and
r = (r1 + r2)/2, using the small-angle approximation. In order to
integrate the two-point correlation function to large scales beyond
which the model cannot make accurate predictions due to the fi-
nite simulation box size, we assume that the two-point correlation
function follows the power law, ξ (r) = (r/r0)−γ , where r0 is the
correlation length and γ is the correlation slope. For this, we ob-
tain the best-fitting parameters r0 and γ to the predicted two-point
correlation function in the range 1 h−1 Mpc < r < 10 h−1 Mpc.

4 C OMPARI SON W I TH O BSERVATI ONS

In this section, we present the predicted ACFs and their comparison
with ACFs measured for observed galaxies. Then, we analyse the
clustering properties of the LBGs.

4.1 Observed ACF

Barone-Nugent et al. (2014) measured the ACF of LBGs at z ∼
3.8–7.2. They used the LBG samples of Bouwens et al. (2015). As
listed in Table 1, observations were carried out with eight different
survey areas and flux limits.

Barone-Nugent et al. (2014) measured ACFs in each field. Owing
to the finite survey area, the measured ACF is underestimated by a
constant known as the integral constraint (IC):

wtrue(θ ) = wobs(θ ) + IC. (9)

Because the IC value depends only on the size and shape of the
survey area when the correlation slope, β, is fixed, the IC value
can be estimated using random catalogues generated on a field,
which has the same size and shape as the survey area (see e.g.
Lee et al. 2006). We note that Barone-Nugent et al. (2014) fixed
β = 0.6 following previous studies (Lee et al. 2006; Overzier et al.
2006). Errors in the measured ACF are estimated using bootstrap
resampling as described in Ling, Barrow & Frenk (1986).

Barone-Nugent et al. (2014) also obtained a single measurement
of the ACF, combining the independently measured ACFs from the
individual survey fields. Note that we do not attempt to reproduce the
combined ACF. However, we use this measurement as a reference
in the cases where the measured ACF from the individual survey
field has a large uncertainty due to a low number of LBGs.

4.2 The comparison of the predicted ACF with observational
measurement

In Fig. 4, we show the predicted and measured ACFs for the flux
limits corresponding to each field. We also show the combined
ACF for comparison. Note that the measured ACFs from individual
fields are displayed using fewer bins than are used for the combined
ACF to reduce the errors due to small numbers of objects. In the
remainder of the paper, we investigate the clustering properties
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Figure 4. The predicted angular clustering of LBGs using Obs-LBGs, shown as a solid line. The name of the field is labelled in each panel. Filled circles with
error bars show the observed ACF measured from the individual field. The crosses with error bars show the observed combined ACF and are reproduced in
each panel for reference. All errors are 1σ and estimated using bootstrap resampling (Ling et al. 1986).

using the Obs-LBGs mock galaxy sample. To investigate the effect
of the photometric scatter on the ACF, we revisit the differences
between Intrinsic-LBGs and Obs-LBGs in Appendix.

All predicted ACFs are consistent with the measured ACFs for
individual fields within 2σ errors, and are consistent with the com-
bined ACF within 3σ . Overall, the predicted ACFs are in good
agreement with both the measured ACFs for individual fields and
the combined ACF. However, the predicted clustering amplitudes
on small scales are lower than the combined ACF. Compared with
the measured ACFs, the differences in the predicted clustering am-
plitude between fields are small. This is because the predicted ACFs
are less affected by sample variance since the volume of the simu-
lation is larger than that probed by the observations. Furthermore,
since we predict the ACFs for each field using the same simulation
box, the predicted ACFs are not subject to field-to-field variations,
which are significant in typical Hubble Space Telescope (HST) ob-
servations (Trenti & Stiavelli 2008).

In general, the measured ACFs show similar shapes to the com-
bined ACF. However, the ACFs measured from the two deep fields
(XDF and HUDF092) show a different behaviour. The clustering
amplitude from the XDF is lower than the amplitude from other
fields, and is consistent with the predicted ACFs for the two deep
fields. On the other hand, the measured ACF from HUDF092 shows
the highest clustering amplitude. We interpret this as being caused
by field-to-field variations. Bouwens et al. (2015) found field-to-
field variations in the surface density in HUDF fields such that
galaxies at z ∼ 4 are relatively underdense.

4.3 Dependence of clustering on luminosity

In the local Universe, the galaxy clustering strength is known to
depend on luminosity (Norberg et al. 2001; Zehavi et al. 2002).
Similarly, galaxy clustering at high redshifts (z � 3) has been
shown to depend on rest-frame UV luminosity (Ouchi et al. 2004,
2005; Cooray & Ouchi 2006; Kashikawa et al. 2006; Lee et al.

2006; Hildebrandt et al. 2009). These observational results sug-
gest a relation between luminosity and dark matter halo mass, with
more massive haloes hosting brighter galaxies (e.g. Giavalisco &
Dickinson 2001). This follows because massive haloes cluster more
strongly than less massive haloes (e.g. Mo & White 1996). Here,
we investigate the predicted dependence of galaxy clustering on
luminosity, considering a flux limit corresponding to the XDF.

Barone-Nugent et al. (2014) divided the LBG samples into bright
and faint samples using a median rest-frame AB magnitude of −18.5
at 1700 Å. The measured ACFs are in agreement with previous re-
sults (listed above) that brighter galaxies are more strongly clustered
than fainter ones. We divide the model LBGs into bright and faint
subsets using the same magnitude cut. We note that for the far-UV
luminosity, Barone-Nugent et al. (2014) use the effective rest-frame
wavelength of 1700 Å, while the GALFORM predictions we use
correspond to the magnitude at a rest-frame wavelength 1500 Å.
In principle, we need to correct for this difference. However, the
difference is very small because the spectra of LBGs are nearly flat
in f(ν) in this wavelength range (Lacey et al. 2011).

The combined ACF is somewhat complicated to interpret in terms
of the clustering dependence on luminosity, since Barone-Nugent
et al. (2014) combined survey fields with different flux limits. We
therefore show the model predictions for the XDF field, which con-
tains the deepest observation. Fig. 5 shows the predicted ACFs of
all, bright and faint LBG samples. The predicted ACFs show a de-
pendence on luminosity. However, this is weaker than the measured
one.

To analyse the dependence of clustering on luminosity, we show
the predicted ACFs as a function of rest-frame UV magnitude in the
left-hand panel of Fig. 6. For comparison, we show the measured
ACFs from Barone-Nugent et al. (2014) for bright and faint LBG
subsamples. Generally, we find that the model predicts that brighter
LBGs have a higher clustering amplitude than fainter ones. The clus-
tering amplitude in the brightest bin (MAB(1500) − 5 log(h) < −20.5)
is comparable with that of the observed bright samples. In the other
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Figure 5. The predicted ACFs for bright and faint model LBGs, split using
the rest-frame AB magnitude of −18.5. Solid (black), long-dashed (blue)
and dashed (red) lines represent all, bright and faint LBGs, respectively.
Filled circles (black), diamonds (dark grey) and squares (light grey) show,
respectively, the measured ACFs for total, bright and faint LBGs from
Barone-Nugent et al. (2014).

magnitude bins, the clustering amplitudes also a show dependence
on luminosity, but this trend is not as strong as observed. Previous
studies also reported that the ACFs predicted from semi-analytic
simulations show a weaker clustering dependence on luminosity
compared with that measured from observations (Wechsler et al.
2001; Kashikawa et al. 2006). The latest GALFORM model shows
a similar discrepancy with observations for the dependence of clus-
tering on optical luminosity in the local universe (see e.g. Campbell
et al. 2015).

The right-hand panel of Fig. 6 shows the best-fitting power-
law parameters for the correlation function amplitude, Aw , and the
correlation slope, β, as a function of rest-frame UV magnitude.
Note that we find the best-fitting values by considering only angular
separations larger than 10 arcsec. We plot the measured Aw from

all samples, and from the bright and faint subsamples from Barone-
Nugent et al. (2014) for comparison. Note that Barone-Nugent et al.
(2014) fixed the value of β to 0.6. We first compare the predicted Aw

values assuming β = 0.6 to those measured from the observations.
The value in the brightest bin (MAB(1500) − 5 log(h) < −20.5) is
comparable to the value measured for the bright sample. The values
in the other bins (−20.5 < MAB(1500) − 5 log(h)) are all comparable
with the measured value for the combined LBG sample. Overall,
the predicted Aw depends weakly on the luminosity except at the
highest luminosities.

When we allow the value of β to vary, Aw shows a stronger de-
pendence on luminosity. We also find that the values of β gradually
increase with luminosity as well as the value of Aw . This result is
consistent with the measurement from Kashikawa et al. (2006).

Interestingly, for the ACFs measured from observations, we find
that the clustering amplitude of faint samples decreases at small
angular separations (θ � 5 arcsec). This decrease is not seen for the
bright samples. We interpret this as showing that massive haloes
host multiple bright LBGs, so there is a contribution from central–
satellite galaxy pairs, while faint galaxies tend not to be satellites
(Kashikawa et al. 2006).

This finding is in contrast to the model prediction for the
clustering amplitude in the two brightest bins (MAB(1500) − 5
log(h) < −20.5 and −20.5 < MAB(1500) − 5 log(h) < −19.5),
which show a decrease at small angular separations. We checked
that changing the magnitude range does not alter this trend.

We can explain the small-scale clustering by considering the
number of satellite LBGs. In Fig. 7, we show the relation between
the host halo masses and the rest-frame UV luminosity of the model
LBGs. We also show the median value of the host halo mass as a
function of luminosity with 10–90 percentile ranges for all LBGs,
and for central and satellite LBGs. The median values for all LBGs
are almost identical to those for central LBGs. The 10–90 percentile
ranges for all LBGs are also consistent with the ranges for central
LBGs, but the ranges for all LBGs broaden towards massive halo
masses at faint luminosities. This behaviour is because most bright
LBGs are central galaxies. The clustering amplitude of bright LBGs
is dominated by central–central LBG pairs (i.e. the contribution
from the two-halo term).

Figure 6. Left: the ACFs predicted in different magnitude bins as labelled. Right: the best-fitting power-law parameters for the different magnitude bins.
Crosses represent the best-fitting Aw values assuming a fixed value of β as 0.6, and triangles represent the best-fitting power-law parameters, as is assumed in
the observational estimation. The legend indicates the different magnitude bins. Filled circles (black), diamonds (dark grey) and squares (light grey) show the
measured ACFs for total, bright and faint LBGs, respectively, from Barone-Nugent et al. (2014).
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Figure 7. Predicted relation between UV luminosity and host halo masses of LBGs selected in galaxy catalogues at different redshifts as labelled. Here, we
use the flux limits for the XDF field. Open circles (cyan) and crosses (yellow) show central and satellite LBGs, respectively. Solid (black), long-dashed (red)
and dashed (blue) lines represent host halo masses of all, central and satellite LBGs, respectively. Vertical bars represent 10–90 percentile ranges for the mass.
In each panel, vertical dotted lines indicate a median magnitude of MAB(1500) − 5 log(h) = −18.54 as used by Barone-Nugent et al. (2014) to distinguish
between faint and bright LBGs.

In practice, the two brightest bins (MAB(1500) − 5 log(h) < −20.5
and −20.5 < MAB(1500) − 5 log(h) < −19.5) include only 2.0 and
3.9 per cent satellite LBGs, respectively, while the two faintest
bins (−16.5 < MAB(1500) − 5 log(h) and −17.5 < MAB(1500) − 5
log(h) < −16.5) contain 11.5 and 7.8 per cent satellite LBGs. For
this reason, the clustering amplitude of bright LBGs decreases at
small angular separations. This implies that the central–satellite
LBG pairs play an important role in shaping the amplitude of the
ACF on small scales, and that the model predicts fewer satellite
LBGs than is inferred from the ACF measured from observations.
As mentioned above, the model ACFs show the opposite trend
to the observations for the clustering amplitude at small angular
separations. This implies that faint samples of real galaxies contain
more central galaxies than the model. However, this conclusion is
tentative because the uncertainties in the measurement of ACF are
larger than those presented in Fig. 6, if the uncertainties due to
cosmic variance and the use of a fixed β are included.

In Fig. 8, we show the median host halo mass in bins of the
rest-frame UV magnitude as a function of redshift for Obs-LBGs
assuming the detection limits of the XDF field. We find that central
LBGs predominantly reside in ∼1011–1012 h−1 M� haloes, and that
satellites reside in ∼1012–1013 h−1 M�.

Figure 8. Median host halo mass of model Obs-LBGs as a function of
redshift. Solid and dashed lines represent central and satellite galaxies,
respectively. Filled circles denote the median host halo mass of all LBGs
and the legend indicates the rest-frame magnitude at 1500 Å.
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Figure 9. The predicted model HOD at different redshifts as labelled in each panel. Solid, long-dashed and dotted lines represent total, central and satellite
LBGs, respectively. Thick (light grey) and modest (dark grey) lines represent, respectively, the predicted HOD using Obs-LBGs and Intrinsic-LBGs. Thin (red)
lines at z = 3.86 represent the predicted HOD when we switch off AGN feedback.

4.4 Halo occupation distribution

To quantify the contribution of satellite and central galaxies to the
clustering signal, the two-point correlation function can be decom-
posed into one- and two-halo terms (Zheng 2004),

ξ (r) = ξ 1h(r) + ξ 2h(r) + 1. (10)

On scales larger than the virial radius of haloes, pairs consist of
galaxies in separate haloes, producing a two-halo term. On small
scales, pairs consist mainly of galaxies inside the same halo, pro-
ducing a one-halo term. Thus, the two-halo term is due to central–
central or central–satellite galaxy pairs but in different haloes, and
the one-halo term is due to central–satellite and satellite–satellite
galaxy pairs from the same halo.

In the HOD model, the galaxy population can be split into centrals
and satellites. The simplest model for the average number of the
central HOD is (Zheng et al. 2005)

〈Nc〉M =
{

1 for M > Mmin,

0 otherwise.
(11)

The satellite HOD can be written as (Zheng et al. 2005)

〈Ns〉M =
(

M − Mcut

M1

)α

, (12)

where Mcut is the minimum mass of haloes that host satellite
galaxies.

Since the redshift distribution of observed LBGs is broad, the
HOD derived from observations contains information for galaxies
selected over a range of redshifts. Thus, we show HODs for galaxies
selected in GALFORM over a range of redshifts. We show the HODs
for Obs-LBGs in Fig. 9. At redshifts 3.5 � z � 4.5, the HODs are

very similar to one another. At the two lowest redshifts (z = 2.83
and 3.06) and the highest redshift (z = 5.29), the mean number
of galaxies is less than unity at all halo masses. This is because
the number of LBGs is very small due to the colour selection. The
minimum halo mass which hosts an LBG detectable in the HST
observations is ∼1.6 × 1010 h−1 M� in the GALFORM model at
these redshifts.

We find that the mean number of central galaxies with star
formation rate sufficiently high for detection as an LBG pre-
dicted by GALFORM drops sharply in massive haloes (Mhalo �
5 × 1012 h−1 M�). This sudden drop is caused by AGN feedback,
which suppresses star formation in massive haloes by shutting down
gas cooling (see Bower et al. 2006 for more details). For present-day
galaxies, the HOD of central galaxies selected by bJ-band luminos-
ity shows a drop above a halo mass of ∼1012 h−1 M� (Kim et al.
2009). To illustrate this, we plot the HOD for a model in which we
switch off AGN feedback at z = 3.86. As shown in the centre panel
of Fig. 9, the drop at high mass is not detected in the central HOD
when we remove AGN feedback. Overall, this trend is consistent
with the result that central LBGs are predominantly in ∼1011–
1012 h−1 M� haloes, and satellite LBGs are in ∼1012–1013 h−1 M�
haloes (Fig. 8).

We find that the HOD for satellite LBGs also shows a cutoff in
halo mass above a few 1013 h−1 M�. However, this arises because
the simulation volume does not contain haloes above this cutoff
mass due to its finite volume and the low space density of mas-
sive haloes, so that we cannot predict the HOD robustly at these
masses. In Section 4.3, we argued that the model appears to predict
fewer bright satellite LBGs than suggested by observations. Before
concluding, we investigate whether this can be seen in the HOD.
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Figure 10. The same as Fig. 9, but at z = 3.86. Thick (light grey) lines
represent the predicted HOD of all galaxies. Modest (blue) and thin (red)
lines represent bright and faint model LBGs, respectively, divided using the
rest-frame AB magnitude of −18.5.

In Fig. 10, we plot the predicted HOD of bright and faint model
LBGs, divided using the rest-frame AB magnitude of −18.5. The
predicted HOD of faint satellite LBGs is found to be comparable to
that for all LBGs. On the other hand, the predicted HOD of bright
satellite LBGs is smaller, indicating that the model does not predict
many bright satellite galaxies.

5 SU M M A RY A N D D I S C U S S I O N

We have investigate the clustering properties of LBGs at z ∼ 4. Us-
ing the hierarchical galaxy formation model GALFORM, we predict
the ACF of LBGs selected in the model. We compare the model pre-
dictions with the clustering measurements made by Barone-Nugent
et al. (2014), who used combined survey fields consisting of the
XDF and CANDELS.

To predict the angular clustering of LBGs we use, for the first
time, a semi-analytical model which includes the effects of AGN
feedback. In an earlier study of the nature of LBGs using GAL-
FORM, Lacey et al. (2011) used the model of Baugh et al. (2005),
which does not include AGN feedback, to investigate their host
halo mass and bias. Lacey et al. (2011) also considered the model
of Bower et al. (2006), which does include AGN feedback, but this
model overpredicts the bright end of the rest-frame UV luminosity
function and hence the host halo mass and bias were not presented
for this case. Hence, this represents the first study of the clustering
of LBGs in a model with AGN feedback which also reproduces the
observed abundance of LBGs.

Prior to this paper, the most recent study using semi-analytical
models to study the clustering of LBGs is that by Kashikawa et al.
(2006), who used the model of Nagashima et al. (2005). There are
three key differences between the model of Nagashima et al. and the
one used here. First, the model of Nagashima et al. (2005) did not
include AGN feedback. Instead, in order to suppress the formation
of bright galaxies, Nagashima et al. restricted gas cooling by hand
in haloes above a given circular velocity. Secondly, to calculate dust
extinction which is critical to compute the photometric properties
of LBGs, Nagashima et al. (2005) adopted a foreground screen dust
model, whereas GALFORM computes the dust extinction more
realistically, considering the stars and dust to be mixed together

(e.g. Lacey et al. 2011). Lastly, in the modelling of star formation,
Nagashima et al. (2005) considered only the total cold gas mass,
whereas the model of Lagos et al. (2012) uses an improved star
formation treatment which splits the interstellar medium into atomic
and molecular hydrogen, with only the latter taking part in star
formation.

In another recent study, Jose et al. (2013) predicted the angular
clustering of LBGs using the simple model introduced by Samui,
Subramanian & Srianand (2009) and compared with observations.
To generate the formation histories of dark matter haloes, Samui
et al. (2009) started from an analytical form of the halo mass function
rather than an N-body simulation and they mainly focused on one
process, the star formation rate. Furthermore, Jose et al. (2013)
applied the same dust attenuation to all model galaxies and did not
attempt to reproduce galaxies at the present day.

Ours is the first study to compare model predictions with the new
clustering measurements of LBGs at z ∼ 4. Since Barone-Nugent
et al. (2014) measured the angular clustering in each survey field
independently, this measurement gives us an estimate of sample
variance by comparing the results from different fields. In addi-
tion, the measurement from XDF field allows us to investigate the
clustering of the fainter LBGs.

We confirm the conclusion reached using independent models
that bright galaxies in the model are more strongly clustered than
faint ones. This dependence of clustering on luminosity is in qualita-
tive agreement with the observations, but is weaker than is inferred
from clustering measurements. We find that for bright LBGs the
clustering amplitudes at small angular separations are predicted to
be lower than estimated from the observations. This may imply that
the number of bright satellite LBGs is smaller in the model than
in the real Universe. Although we find discrepancies, two factors
in the observation must be considered. First, the measurement pre-
sented in Barone-Nugent et al. (2014) is somewhat complicated to
interpret, because they combined the observed samples from survey
areas with different flux limits. Secondly, if we include the uncer-
tainties associated with cosmic variance and assuming a fixed β, the
uncertainties in the measured ACFs will become larger than those
presented. Therefore, larger surveys of observed LBGs are needed.
In addition, to further investigate the discrepancies, we need to
compare the predicted clustering with different models using vari-
ous galaxy formation physics in future work.

We have investigated the effect of the photometric scatter on the
ACF. We find that the predicted ACF using Obs-LBGs shows lower
clustering amplitude than that predicted using Intrinsic-LBGs with-
out including the photometric scatter. This effect is larger for faint
LBGs, because of the influx of the galaxies in low-mass haloes into
the sample. This trend could amplify the dependence of clustering
on luminosity. In practice, the clustering dependence on luminosity
of Obs-LBGs is stronger than that of Intrinsic-LBGs, although the
dependence is still weaker than observations. We also find that the
predicted clustering amplitude using Obs-LBGs decreases more on
small scales than on large scales. This may affect the interpretation
of clustering for the one-halo term. Thus, future analyses need to pay
attention to the photometric scatter when comparing the properties
of model LBGs with those of observational LBGs.

We have analysed the HOD of z ∼ 4 LBGs. We find that cen-
tral LBGs predominantly reside in ∼1011–1012 h−1 M� haloes and
satellites reside in ∼1012–1013 h−1 M� for the detection limit of
XDF field. We also find that the mean number of central LBGs
drops sharply in massive haloes, due to AGN feedback. How-
ever, the drop in central galaxies is swamped by the satellite HOD
which populates the larger haloes. This effect of AGN feedback
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is not normally considered in empirical HOD modelling for LBGs
(e.g. Hamana et al. 2004; Cooray & Ouchi 2006; Lee et al. 2006;
Hildebrandt et al. 2009).
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A P P E N D I X : E F F E C T O N T H E A N G U L A R
C L U S T E R I N G FRO M O B S E RVAT I O NA L
U N C E RTA I N T I E S

In Section 3.1, we described how we select model LBGs. We use
two different model LBGs, the Intrinsic-LBGs, which are selected
using the intrinsic colours, i.e. no photometric scatter, and the Obs-
LBGs, which are selected using colours that include the photometric
scatter. Here, we investigate how this photometric scatter affects the
angular clustering.

Fig. A1 shows the predicted ACFs using LBGs selected using
the two treatments of galaxy magnitude for the different flux lim-

its corresponding to each field. We plot the ratio of the predicted
ACF using Obs-LBGs to the predicted ACF using Intrinsic-LBGs.
We find that the predicted clustering amplitude using Obs-LBGs
is lower in amplitude for all survey fields. Contamination by fore-
ground galaxies reduces the clustering amplitude (Ouchi et al. 2004;
Kashikawa et al. 2006). The contamination is defined as being due
to galaxies located below the boundary redshift, where the bound-
ary redshift is z = 3.5 in the case of LBGs at z ∼ 4 (Yoshida et al.
2006). The correlation function amplitude, Aw , is decreased by a
factor of (1 − fc)2, where fc is the contamination rate (Ouchi et al.
2004; Kashikawa et al. 2006). In practice, the contamination rate of
the Obs-LBGs is larger than that of Intrinsic-LBGs by a factor of
2. Most of the contamination is at very low redshift (0.2 ≤ z ≤ 0.8)
which we do not use in our calculations, although the rest of the
galaxies are close to the boundary redshift (Yoshida et al. 2006). To
quantify how the contamination near the boundary redshift affects
the clustering amplitude requires a detailed study that is beyond the
scope of this paper.

Another possible factor which reduces the clustering amplitude
is photometric scattering of galaxies into the sample from low-
mass haloes. Because of the photometric scatter, galaxies can have
a brighter observed magnitude than their intrinsic magnitude and
vice versa. As seen in Fig. 7, the rest-frame UV magnitude is pro-
portional to the host halo mass. Selected galaxies can therefore
reside in lower mass haloes than other galaxies having the same
luminosity, and contribute to a reduced galaxy bias. Fig. A2 shows
the predicted ACF using Intrinsic-LBGs as a function of the rest-
frame UV magnitude and the ratio of the ACF using Obs-LBGs
to the ACF using Intrinsic-LBGs. As expected, the clustering am-
plitudes using Obs-LBGs in the faint bins are reduced more than
those in bright bins. For this reason, unless model galaxies include
the photometric scatter, the dependence of clustering on luminosity

Figure A1. The same as Fig. 4 but we plot the ACF using Intrinsic-LBGs (dashed line) as well as Obs-LBGs (solid line). In each panel, the bottom sub-panels
show the ratio of the ACF from Obs-selection to the ACF from Intrinsic-selection.
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Figure A2. The same as the left-hand panel of Fig. 6 but we plot the ACF
using Intrinsic-LBGs. Bottom sub-panel shows the ratio of the ACF using
Obs-LBGs to the ACF using Intrinsic-LBGs.

Figure A3. Median host halo mass of model for Intrinsic-LBGs as a func-
tion of redshift. Solid and dashed lines represent central and satellite galax-
ies, respectively. Filled circles denote the median host halo mass of all LBGs
and the legend indicates the rest-frame magnitude of 1500 Å.

could be underestimated. We find that the predicted ACFs using
Intrinsic-LBGs do not show a dependence on luminosity in faint
bins (Fig. A2), but that the predicted ACFs using Obs-LBGs do
show a weak dependence (Fig. 6).

In Fig. A3, we show the median host halo mass in the same rest-
frame UV magnitude bins as a function of redshift for Intrinsic-
LBGs. The figure shows that median host halo masses for Obs-
LBGs are lower than those for Intrinsic-LBGs, especially in faint
bins and low redshifts. We also find that central LBGs predomi-
nantly reside in ∼1011–1012 h−1 M� haloes, and that satellites re-
side in ∼1012–1013 h−1 M� in both cases.

We find that the clustering amplitude on small scales decreases
more using Obs-LBGs. We explain this change using the fact that
colours of satellites are statistically more likely to be scattered
into the sample than those of centrals, since satellites are generally
fainter than centrals. We find that the colour distribution gradually
moves down with decreasing redshift (Fig. 1). Near the boundary
redshift (z ∼ 3.5), the satellites that are located inside the colour se-
lection region but located close to the lower boundary of the region
are more likely to deviate from the region than centrals. Conse-
quently, the fraction of satellites among Obs-LBGs is lower than
that of Intrinsic-LBGs. For this reason, the clustering amplitude us-
ing Obs-LBGs decreases on small scales compared with the ampli-
tude using Intrinsic-LBGs. We also checked that deeper magnitude
limits produce larger amplitude change on small scales. This is be-
cause the fraction of satellites increases when we consider deeper
magnitude limits, although the photometric scatter decreases.

The clustering of LBGs from observations shows an enhanced
clustering amplitude compared to a power law on small scales
(Ouchi et al. 2005; Cooray & Ouchi 2006; Kashikawa et al. 2006;
Lee et al. 2006; Hildebrandt et al. 2009; McLure et al. 2009). The
predicted ACF using Intrinsic-LBGs shows this trend, but the ACF
using Obs-LBGs does not show this due to the contribution of pho-
tometric errors. Although the predicted ACFs using Intrinsic- and
Obs-LBGs are both comparable with the measured ACF from obser-
vations within 3σ errors, this reduced amplitude on small angular
scales may affect the interpretation of the one-halo term. There-
fore, we emphasize again that inclusion of the photometric scatter
in model galaxies is important to compare their properties with
observations.

We find that the HODs for Intrinsic-LBGs and for Obs-LBGs
are similar to one another. The only differences appear at redshifts
which deviate from the targeted redshift range. At low redshift, the
HODs for Obs-LBGs have a smaller minimum mass (Mmin). Thus,
the fact that smaller Mmin produces a smaller clustering amplitude,
especially on small scales, is consistent with the result shown in
Fig. A1.

This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
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